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I. Regarding Agency  Relationships 
• The Disclosure Regarding Agency Relationships (C.A.R. Form AD) is the first form 

that you have every client (Buyer or Seller) sign. 
• The AD must be signed by the buyer prior to the buyer signing any one of the three 

Buyer-Broker Representation Agreements, and it’s signed when you take a listing. 
• If the Agency election and confirmation on page one of the Purchase Agreement is 

incorrect, the correction must come in the counter offer along with an Agency 
Confirmation (C.A.R. AC) form signed by all parties (Buyer(s) and Seller(s.)) 

• On all in-house sales (London listing and London Buyer) London will elect to 
represent the Seller exclusively under both the “Listing Broker” and “Selling Broker” 
sections. Because of our prior contractual obligation from our listing agreement 
with the seller, wherein we chose to represent them with “agency,” we cannot take 
on an agency relationship with a buyer. 

• On in-house transactions, we elect to represent the buyer as a customer and 
therefore, prior to signing any offer, our Buyers will review and sign the “Customer 
Confirmation” form (found at londonforms.com.) 

• Please see your manager with any questions. 
II. The Art of Writing a Strong offer 

The Three (3) P’s of Writing a Strong Offer 
1. The Prelude: Call the listing agent and ask what’s most important to their seller. What 

terms are they looking for (i.e. big deposit, short/long escrow, possession following COE 
etc.) Help your Buyers craft the offer towards what the seller is most likely to accept. 

2. Preparation: There is an architecture to every transaction. To best prepare an offer, 
build momentum with your buyers by asking them to consider what they want to offer: 
price, deposit amount, an increased deposit, length of escrow, a loan contingency (or 
none) and etc. Ask them to consider these things on their way to meet you or overnight 
if you can’t write it today. This momentum will lay the groundwork for a stronger offer. 

• In a competitive market, offers need to be as strong as a buyer is willing to make 
them – our job is to help them get the home they want. Consider these 
practices: 

o Provide a substantial deposit (2-3%) 
o An increased deposit after the inspection period and removal of Buyer’s 

contingencies 
o Release of the deposit from escrow to the seller also following the 

inspection period and removal of contingencies. 
o All cash, but remember, all cash means all cash – Buyer must have the 

funds. 
o Provide lender pre-approval letter and verification of funds with the offer. 
o Carefully consider the election of who (Buyer/ Seller) will pay for all 

necessary and requested inspections.  



o Do not ask for the Seller to pay for the Buyer’s home warranty. This 
should be at the Buyer’s expense. 

o If Buyer is qualified and both they and their lender are comfortable with 
them selecting “no loan contingencies,” then check that box! 

o Even with no loan contingency, the appraisal contingency can still apply. 
o If you and/or the listing agent are concerned that you could have an 

appraisal below the purchase price, ask your buyer if they would like to 
offer to make up the “shortage amount” (limit their exposure here to what 
they are comfortable with; i.e. not to exceed $5,000, $10,000, $20,000, 
etc.)  

o Ask the listing agent if there is certain real property that the seller may 
really want, such as a stained-glass window, window treatments, ceiling 
fan, etc., which your buyer would be happy to exclude. Sweeten your 
offer with something of great sentiment to the seller which has no value 
to your buyer. 

o Offer the seller to remain in possession for a longer period following the 
close of escrow (include all appropriate forms such as the “Seller in 
Possession (SIP) and have clients take all appropriate actions such as 
securing proper insurance for the dwelling (your Buyers) and personal 
property (Sellers.))  

o Lower the chances of a competing offer coming in by writing up your 
Buyer’s offer immediately and by asking for the Seller’s response by 9:00 
P.M. the following day. 

3. Presentation: 
Let’s lead by example on our listings and always offer the selling agent the courtesy of 
presenting their buyer’s offer. Especially do this in multiple offer situations, and 
certainly if one of the multiple offers is from an in-house associate. Always ask for this 
same courtesy for yourself and your Buyers on OB listings. 
Further: 

• Deliver your offer in person to the listing agent. 
• Explain the terms of your Buyer’s offer 
• Let the listing agent know that you’re looking forward to having a deal with 

them and that if any of the terms are not acceptable to their seller(s) to at least 
provide you with a counter offer. 

III. By law, the listing Broker has a duty to present all offers to the Seller; no exceptions. As 
proof and as a professional courtesy to a selling Broker, always complete the last portion on 
page 10 of the RPA where it says “Presented by…and on…” by the selling agent and if your 
seller is not countering the offer, have them sign the “rejected line.” 
 
Lots of great info here – good luck! 


